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Abstract. In wireless multimedia communication systems, call admission control (CAC) is critical for simultaneously achieving a high resource utilization efficiency and maintaining quality-of-service (QoS) to mobile users.
User mobility, heterogeneous nature of multimedia traffic, and limited radio spectrum pose significant challenges
to CAC. QoS provisioning to both new calls and handoff calls comes with a cost of low resource utilization.
This paper proposes a CAC policy for a wireless communication system supporting integrated voice and data
services. In particular, soft QoS (or relaxed target QoS) is incorporated in the CAC policy to make compromises
among different objectives. Numerical results are presented to demonstrate that (a) in dealing with the dilemma
between QoS satisfaction and high resource utilization, how the resource utilization efficiency can be increased by
introducing soft QoS; and (b) in accommodating different types of traffic, how the QoS of low priority traffic can
be improved by specifying soft QoS to high priority traffic.
Keywords: call admission control, wireless communications, multimedia traffic, quality of service (QoS), resource
utilization efficiency.

1. Introduction
Future wireless personal communication systems will provide multimedia communication
services to mobile users anytime and anywhere [1], with guaranteed quality-of-service (QoS).
QoS provisioning in a wireless environment is very challenging, due to limited radio spectrum,
user mobility, and the heterogeneous nature of multimedia traffic. Call admission control
(CAC) is the first control function imposed on the users and is, therefore, critical for maintaining a certain level of QoS to the users. The decision process of CAC can often be formulated
in a concise representation called the CAC policy. The CAC policy consists of steps that the
system follows in order to determine whether or not to accept the connection request from a
user. Especially, the CAC policy takes call requests as input, and makes the decision based on
the current traffic conditions of the system. When a user requests a new connection, the CAC
process is to calculate the amount of resources required by (a) the users already in the system,
and (b) the pending user. If the sum of the two is not larger than the total system resources,
then the user will be admitted to the system; otherwise, the request will be rejected.
With the use of the cellular structure for radio frequency reuse, there are two major types
of calls that can arrive at any particular cell: new calls originating from inside and handoff
calls coming from outside. From the users’ point of view, it is better to be blocked in the
beginning rather than dropped in the middle of a connection. As a result, handoff calls should
be given a higher priority than new calls. To do so, the usual approach is to reserve some
resources exclusively for handoff calls [2–4]. To calculate the right amount of reserved re-
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sources requires knowledge of the mobility information such as the users’ traveling directions
and speeds and the current traffic load in the surroundings. Furthermore, CAC should take
into account the behavior of multimedia traffic. Two major classes of multimedia traffic are
considered here: constant-rate high priority traffic for real-time applications such as voice and
video, and available-rate low priority traffic carrying non real-time information such as data.
As the radio spectrum is very limited, the objective of CAC is to achieve a high radio resource
utilization and, at the same time, to ensure QoS satisfaction for different applications from different mobile users. Due to the random nature of multimedia traffic and the characteristics of a
wireless mobile environment, the available resources in a base station can change dramatically
as a mobile user enters or leaves the cell coverage area. As a result, simultaneously providing
consistent QoS satisfaction to mobile users with heterogeneous requirements and achieving
maximal utilization of system resources is not realistic. Certain compromises between the two
objectives have to be made. In order to achieve a good compromise, this paper proposes a CAC
policy that is adaptive to system traffic load conditions and to user application characteristics.
The emphasis is placed on efficient utilization of system resources while guaranteeing soft
QoS to mobile users.
At the call level, QoS is represented by a set of QoS parameters such as new call blocking
probability and handoff call dropping probability. Normally, QoS requirement is specified by
a value for each of the QoS parameters and is referred to as hard QoS requirement. On the
other hand, when the QoS requirement is specified by a range (instead of a single value) for
each of the QoS parameters, guaranteeing the QoS requirement is referred to as soft QoS
provisioning. When the most stringent QoS requirement in soft QoS is the target service
quality in the hard QoS, the soft QoS is actually relaxed hard QoS. A concept similar to soft
QoS was introduced in [5], where an “adaptive reserved service” framework was proposed to
support mobile connections. If mobile users can tolerate a certain degree of fluctuations in the
service quality, then the system can exploit the QoS flexibility to improve resource utilization by adaptive resource allocation based on the instantaneous traffic load [6], wireless link
quality, user application characteristics, etc. It should be noted that provisioning soft QoS (or
relaxed hard QoS) is different from setting hard QoS at a lower level (e.g., the least stringent
requirement in the soft QoS). In provisioning hard QoS, there is no adaptive mechanism in
resource allocation; for example, when traffic load is low, available resources are not utilized
for better QoS and are wasted. Even though it is quite obvious that relaxing QoS constraints
can improve system resource utilization, in-depth investigation is necessary to evaluate the
tradeoff between service quality and resource utilization.
In this paper, we investigate the effectiveness of using soft QoS in CAC for wireless
communications. Our emphasis is placed on the relationship between resource utilization and
soft QoS, and the relationship among the QoS parameters of the different traffic classes. In
particular, we will study
(a) the relationship between soft QoS and resource utilization for a wireless system with
constant-rate traffic. Numerical results are presented to demonstrate how much increase
in resource utilization can be obtained by introducing soft QoS;
(b) the effectiveness of introducing soft QoS to a system with both constant-rate traffic and
available-rate traffic. Numerical results are presented to demonstrate how much improvement in the QoS of the low priority traffic can be obtained when the QoS of the high
priority traffic is relaxed.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the system model
with the constant-rate and available-rate traffic, briefly reviews the limited fractional guard
channel policy (LFGCP), presents the CAC policy proposed for the mixed traffic, and analyzes
the performance of the CAC policy. Using soft QoS in the CAC is then discussed in Section 3,
where how soft QoS can improve resource utilization and how soft QoS specified to constantrate traffic can improve the QoS of available-rate traffic are investigated. Finally, Section 4
concludes this research.
2. The System Model and CAC Policy
2.1. T HE S YSTEM WITH M IXED T RAFFIC
A wireless system with hexagonal radio cells and fixed channel allocations is considered.
The system supports both constant-rate traffic and available-rate traffic. All the constant-rate
sources require the same transmission bandwidth and all the available-rate sources have the
same traffic characteristics. The traffic load is uniformly distributed over the coverage area.
Both the system and the traffic are assumed to have attained stationary states. All new and
handoff call arrivals to a cell are Poisson, and all service times and cell dwelling times are
exponentially distributed and are independent of each other. The handoff rates of the same
traffic type at a cell from the neighboring cells can be lumped into one single parameter. After
admitted to a cell, a handoff call is treated in the same way as a new call of the same traffic
type, i.e., the service rates for both handoff and new calls of the same traffic type are the
same. In such a system, the focus can be placed on a single test cell described by the new and
handoff call arrival rates, service rates and the total cell capacity. The service time in the test
cell is the minimum of call duration and the cell dwelling time. Therefore, the service rate is
the sum of the call service rate and the handoff rate of the admitted users to the neighboring
cells. It is assumed that: (a) arrivals and services of constant-rate traffic are independent to
those of available-rate traffic; and (b) the effects of channel fading are completely mitigated
by the physical layer, and the problem of capacity fluctuation due to possible collisions of
transmitted signals is eliminated by the data link layer. λC , hC and µC denote respectively
the new call arrival rate, the handoff call arrival rate and the service rate for constant-rate
traffic. The same notations with subscript A are used to represent the corresponding quantities
for available-rate traffic. The arrival rates and service rates are represented in calls per unit
time. As there is a control/signaling resource overhead associated with each of the availablerate connections, when the available bandwidth for data transmission in each connection is
very low, the resources for the connections are not used efficiently due to the relative large
overhead. As a result, it is necessary to limit the number of the non real-time data users,
even though the available-rate non real-time data sources can adapt to whatever bandwidth
available. In practice, the number of base station transceivers for the data services is also
limited. Hence, the QoS parameters of interest are new call blocking probability and handoff
call dropping probability for both constant-rate and available-rate calls.
Because of the existence of heterogeneous traffic in the system, it is necessary to have a
resource allocation scheme that defines the priority for using system resources. The restricted
access (RA) scheme [7] is used here. This scheme is preferred over others because low priority
traffic will never be deprived of resources indefinitely. The RA scheme is depicted in Figure 1,
where C is the total capacity (radio resources) of the test cell. The real-time constant-rate
traffic has preemptive priority over the non real-time available-rate traffic, and can occupy up
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Figure 1. The RA resource allocation scheme for the integrated voice and data services.

to  out of the total capacity. The leftover resources in the test cell are equally shared among
all the admitted available-rate users. The amount of resources received by each available-rate
user is therefore random. Because the amount of resources received by an available-rate user
varies, there is a chance that this amount drops to a critical level below which a connection
will suffer severe quality degradation. This phenomenon is called overload. Thus, in addition
to the call blocking and dropping probabilities, the overload probability is a QoS measure
for the admitted available-rate users. The overload probability is different from (even though
closely related to) the handoff call dropping probability, due to dynamics of user movements
and of resource requirements from the high priority real-time services.
2.2. T HE LFGCP P OLICY
There are various types of CAC policies proposed in the literature. The one of interest here
is the LFGCP [8], because (a) the policy is simple to implement and (b) given certain QoS
requirements, the CAC policy parameters can be determined in a systematic way. This policy
is originally proposed to work with a single type of traffic, each call occupying one channel.
β
It can be abbreviated as gT ,M , where M is the number of channels available in a radio cell,
T (< M) is the number of busy channels over which no new calls are accepted, and β is a
constant denoting the probability of accepting a new call when the channel occupancy in the
cell is T . Let i denote the current number of occupied channels. The policy can be summarized
as: (a) a new call is always accepted if i < T , is accepted with probability β if i = T , and
is always rejected if i > T ; and (b) a handoff call is always accepted if i < M. With only
one type of traffic, let λ and h denote the new and handoff call arrival rates respectively, and
let µ denote the service rate. The performance of the LFGCP in terms of new call blocking
probability (Bn ) and handoff call dropping probability (Dh ) can be calculated, by using a
Markov chain to model the channel occupancy of the test cell.
Given a certain traffic condition, the three parameters M, T and β of the LFGCP can be
determined in a systematic way. In particular, with the objective of maximizing the resource
utilization together with constraints on the blocking and dropping probabilities, the three
parameters can be obtained as the solution of an optimization problem. As minimizing the
value of M is equivalent to maximizing the resource utilization under the constraints, the
optimization problem can be formulated as follows.
Given:
λ, h, µ, Qn (the allowed maximum new call blocking probability) and Qh (the allowed
maximum handoff call dropping probability)
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Objective:
Find M, T and β such that M is minimized, Bn ≤ Qn and Dh ≤ Qh .
The optimization problem can be solved by the Min M algorithm [8] given in Appendix A.
Numerical results presented in [9] demonstrate that the CAC policy with parameters determined by the Min M algorithm is able to meet the QoS requirements specified by Qn and Qh
under various traffic conditions.
In the optimization problem formulation, we try to find the minimum M for the QoS satisfaction given the traffic load. However, in a practical wireless system, normally the system
resources are fixed and the objective in CAC is to admit a maximal number of users for
high resource utilization under the QoS constraints. Nevertheless, the optimization problem
formulation and the Min M algorithm are still applicable to the CAC under consideration.
Given the fixed total resources in the system, the CAC parameter set {M, T , β} is a function
of the traffic load. Due to the dynamics of user mobility, the traffic load changes with time.
Indeed, the main motivation for introducing the soft QoS concept is such that the CAC can
adapt to the traffic load variation for a better compromise between QoS provisioning and
resource utilization efficiency. As a result, the CAC parameter set needs to be redetermined
whenever there is a significant change in the traffic load. Given the traffic load and the QoS
requirement, the Min M algorithm can be used iteratively to determine the CAC parameter set
such that M is equal to or very close to (but not larger than) the system total resources.
Even though the LFGCP was original proposed for voice traffic, its main feature of providing higher priority to handoff calls than that to new calls suits well to data traffic. Furthermore,
the QoS parameters at the call level for data traffic are the same (except the additional overload
probability requirement) as those of voice traffic. As a result, we propose to apply the LFGCP
to data traffic.
2.3. T HE CAC P OLICY FOR THE M IXED T RAFFIC AND P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS
For the system supporting both constant-rate and available-rate traffic using the RA resource
allocation scheme, the proposed CAC policy consists of two LFGCPs [9]: one for each traffic
β
β
type. Let the LFGCPs for constant-rate and available-rate traffic be gTCC,MC and gTAA,MA respectively. However, as data traffic is different from voice traffic in the aspect that the admitted
available-rate users are not allocated with a fixed bandwidth, the integer variables TC , MC ,
TA , and MA are defined in terms of the number of users, instead of the number of channels.
Then the CAC policy for mixed traffic can be represented as follows, where iC and iA are
respectively the current numbers of constant-rate and available-rate users in the test cell:
*********** CAC POLICY FOR MIXED TRAFFIC ***********
if (New_Constant-Rate_Call_Request) then
if (iC < TC ) then
Admit_Constant-Rate_Call
else if (iC = TC ) then
Admit_Constant-Rate_Call_with_Probability_βC
else
Reject_Constant-Rate_Call;
if (Handoff_Constant-Rate_Call_Request) and (iC < MC ) then
Admit_Constant-Rate_Call
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else
Reject_Constant-Rate_Call;
if (New_Available-Rate_Call_Request) then
if (iA < TA ) then
Admit_Available-Rate_Call
else if (iA = TA ) then
Admit_Available-Rate_Call_with_Probability_βA
else
Reject_Available-Rate_Call;
if (Handoff_Available-Rate_Call_Request) and (iA < MA ) then
Admit_Available-Rate_Call
else
Reject_Available-Rate_Call;
***************************************************
Because the two types of traffic share the total capacity C using the RA scheme, the two
β
β
LFGCPs, gTCC,MC and gTAA,MA , are not independent of each other. The correlation is captured in
the overload probability given in the following and in the determination of the CAC parameters
as described in Section 3.
To analyze the performance of the CAC policy, the following notations are defined:
γC – the amount of capacity required by a constant-rate call;
γA – the critical amount of capacity for an available-rate call, which is basically the
minimum amount of resources required to maintain each available-rate data connection,
taking into account the required overhead for control and signaling;
BnC (DhC ) – the new call blocking (handoff call dropping) probability for constant-rate
calls;
BnA (DhA ) – the new call blocking (handoff call dropping) probability for available-rate
calls;
oA – the overload probability for available-rate calls;
QnC (QhC ) – allowed maximum new call blocking (handoff call dropping) probability
for constant-rate calls;
QnA (QhA ) – allowed maximum new call blocking (handoff call dropping) probability
for available-rate calls;
QoA – suggested upper bound of the overload probability for available-rate calls.
The traffic model for the constant-rate calls in the test cell can be described by a Markov chain.
Using queueing theory [10], it can be derived that the steady state probability of the number
of constant-rate users in the cell being j is

pC (j ) =













j

ρC
p (0),
j! C

0 ≤ j ≤ TC

j
ρC [αC +(1−αC )βC ]

j!

pC (0),

j−T −1
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ρC [αC +(1−αC )βC ]αC C
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(1)
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C
C
is the total offered traffic load of constant-rate calls, αC = λCh+h
is
where ρC = λCµ+h
C
C
the fraction of the total offered constant-rate load which is handoff calls, and pC (0) is a
normalization constant given by
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Consequently, the new call blocking probability is
BnC = (1 − βC )pC (TC ) +

MC


(3)

pC (j )

j =TC +1

and the handoff call dropping probability is
DhC = pC (MC ) .

(4)

Define the resource utilization efficiency, φc , as the expected fraction of the number of busy
channels in the system. It can be calculated by
φc =

MC

j · pC (j )
.
M
C
j =0

(5)

The same equations can be applied to available-rate traffic by simply replacing the subscript
C with A. As to the overload probability (oA ) for the available-rate calls, by following the
approach in [7, 9], it can be derived that

Pr[cA = r]
(6)
oA =
{r∈AR }∩{r<γA }

where cA is the instantaneous amount of resources received by an available-rate user,
Pr[cA = r] =

(i,j )∈AS pC (i) · j · pA (j )
MA
k=0 k · pA (k)

AR is the set of distinct values in

C−i·γC
j

.

: 0 ≤ i ≤ MC , 1 ≤ j ≤ MA , and AS is {(i, j ) :

C
= r}.
0 ≤ i ≤ MC , 1 ≤ j ≤ MA , C−i·γ
j

3. Soft QoS in the CAC Policy
From the point of view of the service provider, resource utilization is, besides QoS provisioning, an important factor that cannot be ignored. A highly utilized system that can provide a
satisfactory level of QoS to the users is always a desired solution. However, high resource utilization and QoS provisioning are always conflicting goals. As in the case of CAC, resources
are set aside for active (or handoff) users in the neighboring cells so that their QoS can be
maintained, but unused resources mean low utilization. By slightly relaxing the original target
QoS levels, more users can be allowed into the systems, resulting in an increase of the resource
utilization efficiency. For example, if QTn is the target allowed maximum new call blocking
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probability and QTh is the target allowed maximum handoff call dropping probability, then the
soft QoS (i.e., relaxed target QoS) can be expressed as
QSn = ηn · QTn

and

QSh = ηh · QTh ,

(7)

where ηn and ηh are constants larger than 1. The values of ηn and ηh depend on the extent of
QoS fluctuations that the users can tolerate and on traffic characteristics. If a small increase
of the ηn and ηh values results in a significant increase of the resource utilization efficiency,
then a small increase in the QoS fluctuation will mean a large reduction in the service cost
and the users would be willing to suffer the temporarily QoS degradation when the system is
congested. However, there should be upper bound values for ηh and ηn ; otherwise the purpose
of having soft QoS becomes fallacious. Furthermore, in a multimedia wireless communication system, each multimedia traffic usually has its own QoS requirement. Performing the
CAC properly in order to meet all the requirements simultaneously is difficult and sometimes
impossible due to the limited resources. By specifying soft QoS levels for some of the traffic
types, a compromise among the multiple requirements can be reached. In this section, we
present numerical results to demonstrate how the resource utilization efficiency is increased
as a function of ηn and ηh and how soft QoS can be introduced to balance different QoS
requirements of constant-rate and available-rate traffic. Our focus is placed on the parameter
study, including the CAC and QoS parameters and the resource utilization efficiency, as the
CAC policy is completely specified by the CAC parameters and the performance of the CAC
policy is evaluated in terms of QoS and resource utilization.
3.1. S OFT Q O S VERSUS R ESOURCE U TILIZATION E FFICIENCY
In the following, how the resource utilization efficiency changes with respect to soft QoS will
be presented. For simplicity, consider only a single type of traffic (such as constant-rate) in
the system with an LFGCP and the corresponding subscript (C) in the mathematical symbols
is omitted. In this case, soft QoS is referred to as the relaxed upper bounds on the new call
blocking and handoff call dropping probabilities. The investigation is carried out in two steps:
Step 1 With Hard QoS: The QoS parameters are specified as Qn = QTn (= 0.015) and Qh =
QTh (= 0.001), and the traffic conditions are set at ρ = 25, α = 13 . The three parameters
M, T and β of the CAC policy can then be found by using the Min M algorithm. The
resource utilization efficiency with the hard QoS, denoted by φ T , is found to be 0.6694.
Step 2 With Soft QoS: The QoS requirements are relaxed with Qn = QSn (= ηn · QTn ) and
Qh = QSh (= ηh · QTh ). Because of the changes in the QoS parameters, M, T and β need
to be recalculated and the resource utilization reevaluated. This is repeated when both ηn
and ηh are allowed to vary from 1 to 10 simultaneously, and the increase in the resource
utilization efficiency versus ηn and ηh is shown in Figure 2. The increase is represented
in percentage of φ T .
In general, the utilization efficiency increases as ηn and/or ηh increases. For the range of
values shown, the maximum increase in the efficiency is 17%. To have a closer look of the
comparison between hard and soft QoS, Figure 3 shows the efficiency increase as a function
of ηn at ηh = 2. With slightly relaxed QoS such as ηh = 2 and ηn = 5.5, an increase of 10% in
the efficiency can be achieved. It should be mentioned that the resource utilization with hard
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Figure 2. The change in resource utilization in percentage over φ T for various values of ηn and ηh .

Figure 3. The change in resource utilization in percentage over φ T for ηh = 2.

QoS has already been maximized by minimizing the value of M in the CAC policy, and the
efficiency increase with soft QoS is on top of the maximized value of φ T . In Figures 2 and 3,
the change in the utilization efficiency is not a monotonically increasing function of ηn and/or
ηh because the channel occupancy is not a continuous variable.
When there are both the constant-rate traffic and the available-rate traffic in the system, it
is expected that relaxing the QoS parameters for one traffic or for both traffic will be effective
in increasing the resource utilization.
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3.2. Q O S C OMPROMISE BETWEEN C ONSTANT-R ATE AND AVAILABLE -R ATE T RAFFIC
The effectiveness of maintaining multiple QoS requirements by introducing soft QoS to CAC
is investigated in the following. In particular, numerical results will be presented to show
how much improvement in the overload probability of available-rate calls can be obtained
when both the new call blocking and handoff call dropping probabilities of constant-rate calls
are relaxed. That is, soft QoS here is referred to as the relaxed upper bounds on the new
call blocking and handoff call dropping probabilities for the constant-rate traffic. In order
to do that, two methods of determining the CAC policy parameters will be considered for
comparison. The first one takes only target QoS requirements into account, and the second
one takes both target and soft QoS requirements into account. First of all, let the symbols
with a superscript T represent the values required to maintain the target QoS, while those
with a superscript S represent the corresponding values required to maintain the soft QoS.
The soft QoS for constant-rate calls is introduced in the way as specified in Equation (7).
In the following two algorithms, the function MinM(·) represents a call to algorithm Min M.
β
β
β
β
The function oA (gTCC,MC , gTAA,MA ) returns the overload probability when gTCC,MC and gTAA,MA
are chosen for the constant-rate and available-rate calls respectively. Both algorithms return
a hex-tuple (MC , TC , βC , MA , TA , βA ) which can then be used to specify the CAC policy
described in Section 2.3, if the solution exists. The first method is represented by algorithm
Min M_1:
*************** ALGORITHM Min M_1 ***************
1. (MCT , TCT , βCT ) = MinM(QTnC , QThC );
2. (MA , TA , βA ) = MinM(QnA , QhA );
βT

β

3. if MC · γC > C OR oA gT CT ,M T , gTAA,MA > QoA
C

C

return (“Error: The QoS requirements can never be
fulfilled with current resources”.)
else
return (MCT , TCT , βCT , MA , TA , βA );
*************************************************
The second method is represented by algorithm Min M_2:
*************** ALGORITHM Min M_2 ***************
1. (MCT , TCT , βCT ) = MinM(QTnC , QThC );
2. (MCS , TCS , βCS ) = MinM(QSnC , QShC );
3. if MCS · γC > C
return (“Error: The QoS requirements can never be
fulfilled with current resources”.);
4. (MA , TA , βA ) = MinM(QnA , QhA );
βT

β

5. if oA gT CT ,M T , gTAA,MA > QoA OR MCT · γC > C
C

C

return(MCS , TCS , βCS , MA , TA , βA )
else
return(MCT , TCT , βCT , MA , TA , βA );
*************************************************
The consideration of soft QoS in Min M_2 is represented in Step 5, which indicates if
the suggested upper bound of overload probability for available-rate calls is violated by the
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Table 1. Experimental parameters for the numerical example.
ρC

αC

γC

QTnC

QThC

C

30

1
3

5

10−3

10−4

250

ηn

ηh

γA

QnA

QhA

QoA

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.2

0.02

0.003

achievement of the target QoS requirements for constant-rate calls, or if it is impossible to
achieve the target QoS requirements with the use of the current available resources, soft QoS
requirements for constant-rate calls will be used. Because available-rate calls are of low priority in the system, the suggested upper bound for the overload probability cannot be guaranteed
if the constant-rate traffic load is high. With respect to the RA scheme shown in Figure 1,
given the total capacity C, the parameter  is equal to MCT · γc or MCS · γC depending on which
QoS is used. The relation between MA and {, C} is not straightforward. Because availablerate traffic is not real-time, the capacity allocated to each available-rate source is equal to
the total leftover capacity (after serving constant-rate traffic) divided by the total number of
active available-rate sources in the cell. On the average, given  and C, a larger MA value
corresponds to a smaller share of bandwidth for each available-rate source. The related QoS
is represented only by the overload probability oA , as the other two QoS parameters BnA
β
and DhA are guaranteed first by the LFGCP gTAA,MA . In the algorithms, an error occurs when
no practical value of the CAC parameters can be found to fulfill the QoS requirements for the
given fixed total capacity C. In the situation, the CAC parameter set should be redetermined
by increasing QTnA , the upper bound of the new call blocking probability for the availablerate data users who have the lowest priority among all the users. Similarly, if the overload
βT

β

probability oA gT CT ,M T , gTAA,MA is larger than the required upper bound QoA even after the
C
C
QoS for the constant-rate calls is relaxed, the CAC parameter set should be redetermined by
increasing QTnA . By reducing the number of new available-rate calls, each admitted availablerate user will have a larger share of the bandwidth; hence, the overload probability will be
reduced.
To check whether the CAC policies with parameters determined by Min M_1 and Min M_2
are capable of maintaining the specified QoS requirements, consider a situation where the
traffic parameters for constant-rate calls are fixed while those for available-rate calls, ρA and
αA , are allowed to vary from 4 to 40 Erlangs and 1/20 to 19/20 respectively. Other parameters
are given in Table 1.
Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate the performance of the CAC policy determined by Min M_2
for constant-rate calls. From the new call blocking probability for constant-rate calls shown
in Figure 4, it can be seen that the target QoS (log10 QTnC = −3) can only be achieved in the
light to medium traffic conditions, while the soft QoS (log10 QSnC = −2.52) is maintained in
the heavy traffic conditions. Similar situations can be observed from the handoff call dropping
probability for constant-rate calls shown in Figure 5. As the traffic load increases to a certain
level, the hard QoS cannot be guaranteed with the given total resources C. At this point, the
algorithm Min M_2 switches to the soft QoS specification. On the other hand, if the soft QoS
is not introduced, in the light to medium traffic load, the performance of the CAC policy
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Figure 4. The new call blocking probability for constant-rate calls under CAC determined by Min M_2.

Figure 5. The handoff call dropping probability for constant-rate calls under CAC determined by Min M_2.

determined by Min M_1 will be the same as that shown in Figures 4 and 5; however, when
the traffic load falls into the heavy load region, the CAC policy fails as the QoS requirements
cannot be satisfied with the given resources.
Figures 6 and 7 show the performance of the CAC determined by Min M_2 for availablerate calls. From Figure 6, it can be seen that the new call blocking probability increases as the
number of new call arrivals to the system increases (small αA implies more new call arrivals
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Figure 6. The new call blocking probability for available-rate calls using CAC determined by Min M_2.

and vice versa); nevertheless, the QoS requirement (log10 QnA = −0.70) is always maintained
for all traffic conditions. The slight fluctuations of the call blocking probability is due to the
rounding process as the number of channels is an integer variable. Similar situations can be
observed for the handoff call dropping probability from Figure 7. When αA is small, there are
fewer handoff call arrivals to the system and therefore handoff call dropping is less frequent.
In addition, the system is able to maintain the QoS requirement (log10 QhA = −1.70) under
all traffic conditions considered. Because soft QoS is not specified for available-rate calls, the
performance of the CAC policy determined by Min M_1 is identical to the performance shown
in Figures 6 and 7. From Figures 4–7, it is obvious that the CAC policy with soft QoS based
on the algorithm Min M_2 is always able to satisfy the QoS requirements for both new and
handoff calls under the traffic conditions considered.
The overload probabilities of the CAC policies determined by Min M_1 and Min M_2 are
shown in Figures 8 and 9 respectively. As can be seen, the suggested upper bound of the
overload probability (log10 QoA = −2.52) will not always be maintained because availablerate calls are of lower priority. When Figures 8 and 9 are compared, it can be noticed that in
light to medium traffic conditions when the target QoS for constant-rate calls is maintained,
the overload probabilities are identical in both figures. The two figures differ only in the heavy
traffic conditions, in which the CAC policy based on algorithm Min M_2 manage to reduce
the overload probability for available-rate calls by relaxing the target QoS for constant-rate
calls. To show the difference of the two figures more clearly, Figure 10 plots both overload
7
. The slight fluctuations of
probabilities together with the suggested upper bound at αA = 20
the curves are due to the integer parameters of the CAC policies. The maximum improvement
is approximately 100.4 (≈ 2.5), which means that the overload probability for available-rate
calls can be decreased by a factor of 2.5 by introducing soft QoS to constant-rate calls. The
difference diminishes slowly when traffic load increases; at ρA = 35 Erlangs, the CAC using
soft QoS can still maintain an overload probability which is 100.15 (≈ 1.4) times smaller than
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Figure 7. The handoff call dropping probability for available-rate calls using CAC determined by Min M_2.

Figure 8. The overload probability for available-rate calls using CAC determined by Min M_1.

the overload probability without using soft QoS. In addition, by introducing soft QoS, the
maximum traffic load below which a satisfactory overload probability is achieved is extended
from 25 Erlangs to 30 Erlangs.
In general, when there is a request for resource allocation from the constant-rate users,
the system may release a portion of the resources allocated to the available-rate users and
reallocate them after first serving the constant-rate users. To avoid a high probability of the
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Figure 9. The overload probability for available-rate calls using CAC determined by Min M_2.

Figure 10. The overload probabilities and the suggested upper bound for comparison.

overload event for the available-rate users, in the above discussion, we limit the number of
constant-rate users by increasing their new call blocking and handoff call dropping probabilities. Another way to reduce the overload probability is to limit the active available-rate
users by increasing the new call blocking probability and maybe even handoff call dropping
probability. In a worst situation, dropping some active available-rate connections can ensure
that each of the remaining available-rate users will be allocated with resources not smaller
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than the critical amount. The last approach is complex as it involves the fairness issue (as to
which connections to drop). Note that dropping admitted users is not a CAC issue.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, we have investigated how soft QoS can be introduced to the CAC policy in
wireless systems for increasing the resource utilization efficiency and for making a compromise between QoS requirements of constant-rate and available-rate traffic. For the traffic
conditions considered, numerical results demonstrate that (a) by slightly relaxing the target
QoS for either the new or handoff calls, a reasonable increase (such as 10%) in the resource
utilization efficiency can be obtained, and (b) the overload probability of available-rate traffic
can be decreased by a factor of up to 2.5 when soft QoS is specified for constant-rate calls. The
idea of soft QoS in CAC will be very useful in the design and operation of wireless systems,
in which decisions need to be made on the profitable values of many complicated factors such
as resource utilization and multiple QoS requirements. These factors are not independent of
each other, and the designer/operator usually faces dilemma when specifying their values. Soft
QoS provides flexibility in specifying relationships among these factors.
Appendix: The Min M Algorithm [8]
In this algorithm, Bn (M, T , β) and Dh (M, T , β) are respectively functions that calculate the
new call blocking and handoff call dropping probabilities of the system under the control of
β
the LFGCP gT ,M . The functions Int(y) and Frac(y) return respectively the integer part and the
fractional part of the number y. The result of the algorithm min M is the tri-tuple (M, T , β).
***************** ALGORITHM Min M *****************
1. M = 1;
2. while Bn (M, M, 0) > Qn
M = M + 1;
3. if Dh (M, M, 0) ≤ Qh
return (M, M, 0);
4. U = M;
5. L = 0;
6. y = (U + L)/2;
7. while Bn (M, Int(y), Frac(y)) > Qn XOR Dh (M, Int(y), Frac(y)) > Qh {
if Bn (M, Int(y), Frac(y)) > Qn {
L = y;
y = (U + L)/2; }
else if Dh (M, Int(y), Frac(y)) > Qh {
U = y;
y = (U + L)/2; } }
8. if Bn (M, Int(y), Frac(y)) ≤ Qn AND Dh (M, Int(y), Frac(y)) ≤ Qh
return (M, Int(y), Frac(y));
else {
M = M + 1;
goto step 3; }
*************************************************
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